
The productivity vs security problem
Balancing employee productivity with tight security poses significant challenges, 
especially in today’s work-from-anywhere-world.

The Forrester TEI Study of the Microsoft Intune Suite highlights a common 
scene: overworked IT and security teams juggling multiple tools from different 
vendors, trying to fend off cyber threats while keeping everyone productive. 
It's a precarious situation that's far from ideal, leading to wasted time, frustrated 
employees, and a weak security posture.

Tough but worth it
Transitioning to and staying in a state of modern device management is hard 
but essential. Organizations that get there achieve a significant competitive 
advantage with heightened productivity, enhanced security, and potential 
savings of over $2 million annually, according to Forrester.

Unlocking productivity, security & compliance
Devicie propels organizations using M365 into an optimal state of modern 
device management. Using its generative configuration engine, Devicie 
automatically builds and deploys a best-in-class Intune instance, tailored to 
an organization's needs. Through hyperautomation, Devicie maintains the 
optimal state and, with a no-touch-management approach for updates, policies, 
and controls, helps organizations achieve a zero-trust environment across all 
endpoints globally.

With Devicie, organizations with M365 achieve an optimal state of modern 
device management, increasing organizational productivity and strengthening 
their security posture, while freeing up IT and security resources.
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Security, compliance, 
productivity. Accelerated.

Key benefits 

Rapid deployment  
Achieve a best-in-class 
Intune instance tailored to 
your organizations needs 
in hours, not months

Resource efficiency 
Automatically maintain 
your Intune instance 
without the manual 
workload 

Enhanced security 
Leverage and instantly 
deploy cutting-edge 
technologies consistently 
for superior protection

Assured compliance 
Automation to support 
consistent adherence to 
policies with the reporting 
to prove it

Zero touch provisioning 
Achieve no-touch device 
setup and make hardware 
refresh cycles a breeze

Copilot catalyst 
Unlock Copilot, backed 
by stringent security 
and compliance

https://info.microsoft.com/rs/157-GQE-382/images/EN-WBNR-eBook-TEI_Microsoft_Intune_Suite_FINAL.pdf


The Devicie difference
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“Devicie has been transformational 
and after the company-wide rollout 
onboarding new employees and 
setting up their devices went 
from taking several days to just 
30 minutes and their experience 
was improved dramatically.”

“The challenge for us was keeping 
devices healthy and up to date; not 
because we don't have the skills, 
but because we don't have the 
time. It would have taken us at least 
12 months to do ourselves what 
Devicie did in less than one.”

“Now that everything is on the same 
policy and it's automated, we don't 
really need to worry about when 
we're going to do an upgrade, it will 
just happen at an appropriate time. 
It's one less thing to worry about or 
to think about.”

Instant uplift
Devicie’s generative configuration engine ingests company information to create a best-in-class 
Intune instance, tailored to an organization's unique needs.

Ideal state maintained automatically
Keeps an organization in an optimal state by automating the repetitive day-to-day tasks needed to 
ensure controls are applied, applications are updated, operating systems patched and more.

Alerts and remediation
Independently maintains the ideal system state outside of the M365 environment and actively monitors 
for deviations, ensuring control and swift corrective action.

Streamlined compliance and visibility 
Provides comprehensive insights into the endpoint health of an organization, including OS patching, local 
administration controls, encryption, warranty, and applications – making compliance reporting a breeze.

Enhanced security posture 
Delivers a security model that combines a set of prebuilt policies and configurations that elevate the 
security and efficiency of your M365 environment far beyond the default settings.

Independence from key resource churn
Ensures a robust and secure M365 environment, even in the face of staffing challenges. Devicie’s 
hyperautomation means operations continue smoothly.

Outcome as a service
We deliver outcomes. From zero-touch setup to continuous monitoring and remediation, our solution 
ensures you stay in an optimal state of modern management without the manual workload.



Choosing your path to modern management
Devicie elevates M365 management through tiered solutions, each designed to enhance your organization's efficiency 
and security:
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Devicie D3: instant uplift 
into ideal state
For organizations with Microsoft BP 
and E3 licenses seeking immediate 
operational efficiency, D3 offers rapid 
deployment and automated on going 
maintenance. This ensures an optimal 
state of modern management is 
achieved and maintained without adding 
any additional workload to the team.

Devicie D5: elevated 
security and compliance
For organizations requiring advanced 
security and compliance, D5 extends 
D3's capabilities with enhanced security 
configurations and comprehensive 
compliance reporting. Ideal for 
organizations with Microsoft E3 or 
E5 licenses looking to have more 
comprehensive visibility and control.
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Achieve modern management with Devicie 
Devicie is a MACC-eligible Microsoft Partner. We work with MSPs and MSSPs 
all over the world to enable people to work efficiently while ensuring device 
security is hardened and compliance is attainable. We’d love to share more 
about how Devicie can help your organization.

Email us for direct inquiries at sales@devicie.com or visit devicie.com. 

Streamlining success
From months to hours, Devicie transforms the journey to modern management. 
We create a unique Intune instance through our generative configuration engine 
and roll it out globally across an organization's devices. This ensures an optimal 
state of modern management.

With Devicie, we efficiently handle continuous automated maintenance, 
monitoring, and remediation of Intune. This maintains an optimal environment 
without the need for constant manual intervention. Our transformative approach 
enables organizations to enjoy effortless cloud management, allowing them to 
focus on achieving their strategic objectives.

Our trusted partners
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